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News It’s tequila o’clock

The Week Ahead:
February 22-26, 2021

Feb. 22
Cinco de Mayo is still 66 days away, but here is an excuse to
enjoy a Mexican cocktail: it’s National Margarita Day. There
are plenty of fake holidays like this one, but this day honoring
the tequila drink seems to have gained some traction, based on
news coverage.
Feb. 23
Macy’s will report fourth-quarter earnings, including how
it fared during the crucial holiday season. The struggling

National
Margarita
Day might
help us make
it to Cinco
de Mayo.
iStock

News Summit on hunger

THE WEEK AHEAD: FEBRUARY 22-26, 2021

chain reported a same-store sales decline of 20% for the third
quarter as the pandemic kept consumers at home.
Chobani hosts an online Child Hunger Summit featuring
discussions about hunger in America and what can be done to
improve people’s access to nutritious foods. Speakers include
Hamdi Ulukaya, Chobani’s founder and CEO; Luis Guardia,
president, Food Research & Action Center; Katie Fitzgerald,
chief operating officer and exec VP, Feeding America; and Dr.
Marjorie Innocent, director of learning and impact, NAACP.
Feb. 24
McDonald’s officially begins selling its new chicken sandwiches,
though fans were able to get early access and swag last week.
The leading restaurant chain is eager to entice diners who have

Macy’s will
reveal how
it fared over
the holiday
season.
Jeenah
Moon/
Bloomberg

News Pizza rising
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been heading to Chick-fil-A, Popeyes and elsewhere for their
fried chicken on a bun fix. Yes, Mac’s had chicken sandwiches,
but these new crispy, spicy and deluxe versions are expected to
be improvements from its prior offerings.
Feb. 25
It’s pizza time (isn’t it always?) as market
leader Domino’s Pizza and comeback rival
Papa John’s report their fourth-quarter
results this morning. Both chains have
benefited from the rise in at-home dining due
to the coronavirus pandemic.
Feb. 26
Movie theater chain Cinemark will report fourth-quarter
earnings. Analysts expect the company to report a COVID-related
decline, but a call with analysts could shed light on the future of
the business as vaccines roll out across the U.S.
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A celebration of creative
excellence for Black History Month
From leading industry creatives

NBCUniversal looks to woo
health sector with new event
By Ethan Jakob Craft
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News Mtn Dew millionaire

Trending
Compiled by E.J. Schultz

A quick look at hot topics in the marketing, media and
agency industries. For more on these and other trending
stories, visit AdAge.com
Winner
Ryan DePaul is a millionaire thanks to Mtn Dew. He won
the soda brand’s Super Bowl ad bottle-counting contest,
correctly identifying 243 bottles in this ad. “I’m counting as
we are watching on TV, and then at one point, at the end of
the commercial, a trunk opens and all these bottles fly out of
it, so I’m thinking, ‘Okay, add 50 or so to it,’” the Rochester,
New York, native told his hometown ABC station. “Well, then

Mtn Dew’s
Super Bowl
contest drew
a quarter
of a million
entries.
Mtn Dew
via YouTube

News The biggest loser?

me and my roommate argued for a little bit
over the different numbers we had, and we
put it in, and I guess I
won that argument.”
Dew says the contest drew a quarter of
a million entries and earned the brand
440,000 social media mentions on game day.

TRENDING

Quote of the week

“We are open-ish”
—Elisa Silva,
partner and managing
director at Dallas-based
agency 3HeadedMonster,
on the complications
caused by the unusual
winter storm hitting Texas.
Read more here on how
agencies are coping with
what one exec called
“mayhem.”

Loser
Chris Harrison, host of ABC’s “The
Bachelor,” might have lost a major
endorsement gig as a result of blowback
from his comments about contestant Rachael Kirkconnell, who
was reportedly photographed at an antebellum plantationthemed fraternity event in 2018. Harrison decried the “cancel
culture” and explained away the photograph as “from a long
time ago,” in an interview with “Extra.” Amid criticism, he
temporarily stepped away from the show and then Crest
indicated it is giving his new endorsement deal a second look,
saying it was “deeply disappointed in his comments.”

Popular
Target named a new chief marketing officer on Feb. 16 and
it proved to be our most-read post of the week. Rick Gomez
vacated the role to take on the job of chief food and beverage
officer as Cara Sylvester, a 14-year Target veteran, takes over as
CMO. Ad Age readers also clicked heavily on two stories about
Aunt Jemima’s name change, including this one about what
the brand should do next, and this one about how consumers
are receiving the change.

News Frosted Flakes ‘superfan’

TRENDING

Move over, Tony the Tiger
Shaquille O’Neal takes center stage on boxes of
Frosted Flakes with Crispy Cinnamon Basketballs.
The cereal, hitting stores in April, is set to be
sold for a limited time. Shaq is a Frosted Flakes
“superfan,” according to the Kellogg Co. brand. He
appeared thrilled seeing the box for the first time, a
moment the former National Basketball Association
star posted on social media earlier last week.
Cheers or jeers?
Kendall Jenner, who might not ever live down
her widely mocked 2017 Pepsi ad, is getting into the beverage
biz—the alcoholic kind. The model and reality show star
announced the brand, called 818 Tequila, last week to her
152 million Instagram followers, saying that the brand is
“coming soon” and that she worked four years on it. (818 is a
Southern California area code.) But not everyone is raising a
glass. Critics are accusing Jenner of looking to profit off Latinx
culture, points out liquor trade pub The Drinks Business, citing
one widely circulated tweet.
Number of the week
15%: The uptick in demand for bird seed in the
weather-plagued northeast for the third week of
February compared with what is typical for the week,
according to Planalytics, as consumers tried to help
birds that could not find food amid the snow. More
here on how brands are trying to “seize the freeze” of
winter weather.

Shaquille
O’Neal is
thinking
inside the box.
Kellogg Co.

15%
There’s a run on bird
seed in the frozen
Northeast. iStock

News Red rover donuts

Red planet craze
NASA last week successfully
landed its Perseverance rover on
Mars and to mark the out-of-thisworld occasion, Krispy Kreme
sold a special red Mars-themed
donut at select locations. The
donut is filled with a chocolate
cream and made to look like
the red planet on the outside
with caramel icing, red swirl
and chocolate cookie crumbs.
The donuts didn’t last the day
however, selling out by the
afternoon.
The rover carried the names of around 11 million people who
participated in NASA’s “Send Your Name to Mars” program.
Krispy Kreme gave out free donuts for those who showed their
Perseverance “boarding pass” issued by NASA. Krispy Kreme
also encouraged its followers to watch NASA’s livestream
of the event and use the hashtags #KrispyKreme and
#CountdowntoMars to show how they were celebrating.
TruckTok
Chevrolet has joined the ranks of brands with their own
TikTok channel. The brand marked the moment by putting
out a rebooted video featuring the hit song “My Truck” from
Breland, who rewrote it for the brand. It is a far cry from Bob
Seger’s “Like a Rock.”

TRENDING

Krispy
Kreme’s
Mars
donuts
didn’t last
a day.
Krispy
Kreme

News Chevy joins TikTok

On the move
Banana Republic announced that
Ana Andjelic will be chief brand
officer. She was chief marketing
officer at Mansur Gavriel.

TRENDING

Tweet of the Week

Instrument retailer Guitar Center
said it has hired Paul Gimenez as
its director of diversity, inclusion
and belonging after a months-long
search. Gimenez was director at
Mentora Labs.
State Street Corp. has tapped
Theresa McLaughlin as global
CMO. She was most recently
global chief marketing, customer experience and corporate
citizenship officer at TD Bank Financial Group. State Street’s
State Street Global Advisors division is the brand behind the
well-known Fearless Girl statue.
Discovery tapped Patrizio “Pato” Spagnoletto as global CMO
for Discovery Direct-to-Consumer as it looks to scale its
subscription streaming service, Discovery+. Spagnoletto comes
from Hulu, where he was head of marketing.


Contributing: Jessica Wohl, Adrianne Pasquarelli
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News Walk the talk

FROM AUNT JEMIMA TO
PEARL MILLING CO.: HERE’S
WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN NEXT
By Jessica Wohl

With Aunt Jemima’s rebranding as Pearl Milling Company
officially underway, the brand faces a daunting task—trying to
erase ties to a racial stereotype while hoping to hold onto the
heritage that has kept it as a leader in the pancake category for
more than a century.
Quaker Foods North America met with internal and external
advisers, including a diverse group of consumers and a Black
woman-owned agency, in its work on the new branding. The
work done behind the scenes was extensive. At one point, a list of

Pearl Milling
Company was
the original
business
name.
Quaker Oats
Company
(Composite
by Ad Age)
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FROM AUNT JEMIMA TO PEARL MILLING COMPANY, HERE’S WHAT SHOULD HAPPEN NEXT

roughly 300 potential names was
drawn up, says Kristin Kroepfl,
VP and chief marketing officer
of Quaker Foods North America.
This month, the choice was
revealed: Pearl Milling Company.
The new packaging is expected to
hit store shelves in June.
It’s the right move to change
the name, branding experts say,
but the choice is one that will
take some time for consumers
to adopt. Pearl Milling Company
doesn’t have the connotation of
pancakes that Aunt Jemima’s
name and imagery have conjured since 1889. Quaker must
make its next moves wisely to project change and, at the same
time, try to claw back some market share its roughly $350
million brand lost during the past year.
Pearl Milling Company is a return to the name of the company
founded in 1888 in St. Joseph, Missouri, that introduced selfrising pancake mix in 1889. The name Aunt Jemima came to
Chris Rutt, one of the company’s white male founders, after
seeing a song “Old Aunt Jemima” performed in a minstrel show.
“For me, the rebrand is a great place to start, but for it to truly be
an impactful moment, they need to mean it,” says Madison Butler,
a Black woman who works as a consultant on issues including
diversity, equity and inclusion and anti-racism at the company

Christie’s
auction of
a group of
Aunt Jemima
plastic spice
jars with
a pitcher
and ceramic
teapot.
Daniel Acker/
Bloomberg LP
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she founded, Blue Haired Unicorn. “Too often, anti-racism in
branding and marketing is done purely for optics and recognition
rather than impact. My recommendation to them would be to
truly educate themselves on systemic racism and how their
previous branding helped uphold oppressive structures.”
Up until now the brand made incremental design updates,
including replacing Aunt Jemima’s kerchief with a headband
in 1968, and then removing the headband and adding pearl
earrings in 1989. Those changes were made before PepsiCo
acquired Quaker in 2001. “The brand had been updated
gradually over time,” says Kroepfl.
But in June 2020, PepsiCo admitted prior moves weren’t
enough. During the heightened period of racial unrest
following the police killing of George Floyd, Quaker announced
plans for an overhaul, and pledged to support the Black
community with $5 million.
“The time was right to wrestle with what does the brand need to
be and look like for a healthy future,” says Kroepfl, quick to add
that Quaker values “inclusion and respect for all consumers.”
Now, this overhaul gives it the opportunity to walk the talk.
“I want to be very clear: Black Lives Matter”
PepsiCo didn’t undertake such a massive brand review until
the push for racial justice spurred by Floyd’s killing forced the
company and other packaged food marketers to admit some of
their historic brands were in need of massive overhauls. Uncle
Ben’s and Eskimo Pie have already rebranded as Ben’s Original
and Edy’s Pie, respectively. Cream of Wheat is removing
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the Black man from its
packaging. And Mrs.
Butterworth’s is in the
midst of its own review.
To some branding experts,
it’s a bit late.
“They’ve been making
adjustments over the last
couple of decades knowing
something that was maybe
an issue but didn’t take it
seriously enough until it
was demanded of them,” says Alex Center, founder of design and
branding company Center. “I think that will always paint this in a
way that feels reactive versus proactive.”
PepsiCo was one of the more outspoken companies last year,
outlining a series of initiatives to support Black people inside
and outside the company, backed by more than $400 million
over five years (separate from Aunt Jemima’s $5 million
commitment). CEO Ramon Laguarta issued a statement in
June, including: “We know that the first step toward change
is to speak up, so I want to be very clear: Black Lives Matter, to
our company and to me.”
Quaker should educate consumers on the name change “loudly
and publicly,” says Butler. “It is not enough to change the name, or
remove the logo. Brands must be willing to be fiercely anti-racist.
This could be an immense education opportunity for the masses,
for the people who not only work for them but buy from them.”

Uncle Ben’s
announced
its rebrand as
Ben’s Original
in September
2020. Mars,
Incorporated
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Quaker listened to consumers, its employee resource group and
an external advisory board on the name change. Kroepfl didn’t
name specific participants but says the board included experts
in marketing including hiring a female, black-owned agency
and a diverse group of creatives on the project.
About 300 potential brand names were considered, including
some with female personas, others that cued a breakfast
occasion, more emotive options, and taste-driven names, says
Kroepfl. Telling the history of the brand, and leading with its
start, rose to the top of the list. And so Pearl Milling Company
was born, or reborn. The mill featured in the new image is
no longer standing. But it evokes the history of a brand that
started in 1889 and is being reborn in 2021.
Explaining the new name to consumers requires a delicate
balance. Some people criticize the move, saying the change is
unnecessary. Others suggest the Aunt Jemima character could
have been updated to represent a strong Black woman rather
than erasing the character. Plenty may wonder what Pearl
Milling Company even stands for, especially since it doesn’t
refer to breakfast.
“You’re not going to be able to please everybody,” says Kroepfl.
Consumers overall appreciate, or will come to appreciate,
what the brand is doing, she believes. “The stand that
we’re taking is consistent with our values of diversity and
inclusion,” says Kroepfl.
Quaker is still soliciting feedback. Some people are upset about
the change, others say it took too long and some say it buries
the legacy of women including Nancy Green, who portrayed the
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character years ago. The brand has also heard from people who
said they never considered buying Aunt Jemima before “who
are now saying ‘thank you, I am all-in,’” says Kroepfl.
Culture starting to shape commerce
Pearl Milling Company was a good name to
choose as it has an authentic tie to the brand’s
heritage, says Ashleigh Hansberger, cofounder and chief of strategy at branding and
leadership company Motto. The name is a bit
long, but it tells the story.
“Only they know how genuine or authentic it
actually feels on the inside,” says Hansberger.
“You want to see culture starting to shape
commerce in this way … it takes a lot of
leadership courage in order to do this, to make
this change.”

“For me, the
rebrand is a
great place to
start, but for
it to truly be
an impactful
moment, they
need to mean it.”
Madison Butler,
Blue Haired Unicorn

Butler says she wants to see Quaker acknowledge Aunt Jemima’s
past and show the work it is doing externally as well as
internally. More broadly, one of PepsiCo’s pledges announced in
2020 is to increase the number of Black people in management.
“Caring about Black people and caring about your image
and reputation are different things,” says Butler. “If you are
branding yourself as an anti-racist organization, this means
you don’t shy away from the hard conversations, the hurt, the
pain.” Is Pearl Milling Company going to promote an anti-racist
message? “I wouldn’t say it’s anti-racist, but certainly we as a
brand do not want to associate ourselves with any kind of racist
undertones, that’s not who we are,” says Kroepfl.
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Sales leader with minimal marketing
The true signal of success will be sales. And it’s going to be
hard to top the category’s recent run.
Overall, the U.S. pancake syrup and mix category has been
growing at 27% during the pandemic, though Aunt Jemima
lagged the category’s stellar growth, an issue Kroepfl
attributes to capacity constraints.
Aunt Jemima had $353 million in sales in the latest 52week period ended in January, according to data provided
by Quaker Oats. The brand over-indexes versus the overall
category with Black and Hispanic consumers, and with
households with five or more members and female-led
households, Quaker says. And it appeals to younger millennial
and Gen X households, says Kroepfl.
Looking just at pancake mix, not syrup or other products,
Aunt Jemima’s market share fell from 32% in 2017 to 24% in
2020, according to data from Mintel. Still, it leads other brands
including General Mills’ Betty Crocker, Continental Mills’

Some current
packaging
has the character and the
Aunt Jemima
name, while
some has just
the name.
Paul Taggart/
Bloomberg
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Krusteaz and private-label store brands.
Marketing activity on the brand was minimal. “Just
maintenance-level spend,” Kroepfl says.
Media spending on Aunt Jemima in 2019, the last full year
for which data was available, totaled $19,000, according to
Kantar data.
Now, Quaker needs to invest, telling consumers about the new
name, announcing the transition and using tools such as the
packaging, in-store shopper marketing and targeted media to
note that it’s the same product. Quaker also hopes to build off of
the “moments that matter through food” idea that has taken on
increased meaning during the pandemic, as many people have
been spending more time preparing meals at home.
“There’s an emotion and a connection that is part of our brand
and will continue to be part of our brand moving forward,”
says Kroepfl.
She declined to share specifics about how the company plans to
market the brand going forward.
“It is a new brand to which no controversy can be attached,”
says Keith Pillow, founder and principal of Caddy Marketing
and Communications, a marketing consulting firm in
California. Quaker needs an integrative campaign with various
components, such as TV, radio, in-store, public relations, social
media content and working with food influencers to educate
consumers about the change, he says. But there are risks to
doing too much consumer education.
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“That campaign cannot
prominently feature, discuss or
mention the Aunt Jemima brand,
because that would defeat the
purpose of the whole rebranding to
begin with,” says Pillow.
Given the category, the rebranding
effort will take time. Pancakes
are more of a special occasion
breakfast, and supplies only need
to be replenished when depleted.
That means there will need to be
an extended timeline of reminders
about the new name.
And packaging overhauls take time. Aunt Jemima announced
plans to drop the character last June, but even now some
packages of pancake mix in grocery stores have the character
and the name, while others have just the Aunt Jemima name
but no longer feature the woman’s image.
Similarities to its past
Packaging imagery released by Quaker shows Aunt Jemima
referred to in small print intended to lure former Aunt Jemima
buyers without hitting too strong a reminder of the brand’s
racist past. It states “new name same great taste.” And what
about the Pearl in the name, and the pearl earrings worn by
the final iteration of Aunt Jemima? It was not Quaker’s intent
to name the brand after those pearls, says Kroepfl, though the
symbolism exists.

The new
Pearl Milling
Company
label proclaims: “New
name same
great taste.”
Quaker Oats
Company
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“By retaining some of the original brand equities—color, shape
of the bottle, etc.—it feels like an update versus a rebrand,”
says Center. “Equity is value. That (bottle) shape and that
color, in that category, is incredibly valuable.”
Armin Vit, who critiques brand makeovers on the site he cofounded, UnderConsideration, says the name has sufficient
significance but it’s a “bad idea to adopt a complicated, hardto-memorize name as a consumer product,” he wrote in a post
last month. Also, the three words aren’t evocative of pancakes,
he notes, adding that he doesn’t expect quick consumer
adoption of the brand.
And the depiction of the mill missed the mark with him.
“The water wheel looks like it’s spinning out some ravioli
pasta,” writes Vit. “Perhaps later, when some ambition kicks in
once the change phase has happened, they could introduce one
of those cool highly detailed engravings and really create an
old-time-y artisanal vibe that moves beyond the basics.”

MORE
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Miller Genuine Draft makes ‘genuine’ the
keyword in new U.S. rebrand
By Ethan Jakob Craft

Marketing execs won’t return to travel
until at least June: ANA study
By Adrianne Pasquarelli
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5 Questions

5 QUESTIONS WITH YADIRA
HARRISON, CO-FOUNDER OF
THE EXPERIENCE-MARKETING
AGENCY VERB
By Elaine Underwood

Few areas in marketing have been hit harder by COVID-19
than experiences. Not too long ago, Land Rover had created its
own festival in the Coachella Valley and SAP was marketing its
experience practice with pop-up installations on city sidewalks.
Tactile interactions between brands and consumers may have
halted in March 2020, but, as Yadira Harrison, co-founder at

Yadira
Harrison says
brand events
were due for
a realignment.
Courtesy Verb
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Verb explains, the spectacle and grandeur of brand events
were also due for a realignment with purpose and authenticity.
Verb was founded in 2018 by Harrison and Shannon SimpsonJones. The agency, with offices in Los Angeles and New York City,
has built programs for Airbnb, Netflix, HBO, Everlane and Nielsen.
The pair met at Civic Entertainment Group, where they
specialized in experiential marketing. They started Verb to flex
all their skills—Simpson-Jones worked for sports and event
agencies and Harrison had spent a decade in marketing roles at
Macy’s, including working on its Thanksgiving parade and the
4th of July Fireworks Show.
Ad Age spoke to Harrison about the value of more intimate
brand events and building an experience business during
a pandemic.
This conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
Verb was in business for only two years when the pandemic
started. How was your business going until then?
Pre-COVID is a whole other time, I can barely remember. Verb
was really birthed out of the notion of wanting to use all the
tools in our toolbox. At our previous agency, we noticed we
were getting a little pigeonholed, doing more of the eventproduction side, not always the branding and social side of
it. As COVID hit, we were just getting back to working with
Airbnb, who we had not worked with in two years, we had
just done the 2020 AMC Network’s SundanceTV House at the
Sundance Film Festival, plus planning other conferences and
events. Things were good.
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How have you kept Verb developing and growing this past year?
We thought we could ride things out, initially, that things
would be a little bumpy but go back to normal by June. Once
we started to see cancellations, we leaned into our social and
digital backgrounds, pivoting from IRL to URL campaigns.
We needed to blend the flashiness, razzledazzle and aesthetic of “in real life” while
also thinking about the people watching the
“Pre-COVID,
events and how to include influencers, not
the industry
as an arbitrary add-on or afterthought, but
was getting a
really getting them involved.

little too jaded.
... ‘What’s next?
The Museum
of Photo
Backdrops?’”

Clients were very open to exploring new
things as well. HBO had a new show coming
out, “I May Destroy You” and in the middle
of working on something really different
with them, we had to pivot to Instagram.
When you are approaching people virtually,
Yadira Harrison, Verb
digitally and socially, it is about keeping
their attention as they’re in front of their
phones and computers. Also, we were not always so reliant on
influencers in the past. We had to find ways to make them more
authentically part of the campaign.
Verb’s website is just a simple slide stating “by referral only.”
That’s bold in this climate.
We get a lot of questions about this. We’ve built up a wonderful
network, and I believe we have a wonderful reputation. For
the folks we work with, it is important for us to ensure that
when you are working with us, you have trusted partners. We
work with a lot of people in tech and entertainment and they
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refer us to their networks when they have a specific remit or
are looking for a new partner. That automatically brings their
stamp of approval and we can go straight to talking about
business challenges.
What are some of the things you have learned about
consumers staging virtual experiences?
Engaging with an audience can go beyond IRL and should build
connection. Because now consumers are sitting behind their
phones and computers, and there are tons of things they can tap
into, you have to bring value, where the consumer is learning
something or you are building a community, to make them stay.
Pre-COVID, the industry was getting a little jaded, a little snarky.
I heard comments like ‘What’s next? The Museum of Photo
Backdrops?’ Everything was bigger, but a little surface level.
How will events be different when things go back to normal
one day?
We are seeing that intimate can be a good thing, you can have a
few people participate and still make a huge impact. There was
an activation that was done last summer with our partners at
Airbnb and “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air” House for the show’s 30th
anniversary. Our challenge was to make it cool, an interesting
space, do some content and programming. While we were only
able to host a few overnight guests, to be safe, the program got
a lot of attention. COVID protocols will continue to be a priority
to reassure clients and attendees alike. Trust is key.
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A GUIDE TO EVENTS IN 2021
AND HOW THEY MIGHT LOOK
DIFFERENT THAN YEARS PAST
By Ethan Jakob Craft

There’s no two ways about it: 2020 was a brutal year for live
events. An initial couple of months of business as usual soon
descended into a hodgepodge of cancellations, mismatched
COVID-19 protocols and hastily thrown-together virtual
substitutions that left audiences disappointed. But with a
year of pandemic experience under their belts, most of the
advertising industry’s biggest events are back to redeem
themselves. But can they?
One event that might signal what’s to come this year is CES,
last month’s tech extravaganza that wasn’t. Touted as a game-

SXSW Online
is set to take
place virtually
from March
16-20.
Illustration
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Nguyen/
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changer for virtual events that was developed via a sevenfigure collaboration with Microsoft, the annual show proved
to be little more than a series of one-way Zoom calls, leaving
many attendees yearning for the chaos of Las Vegas. And if the
innovation conference couldn’t innovate a way to replicate its
in-person atmosphere, what can?
All hope is not yet lost. There are a number of
If the CES
marketers’ favorites on the docket later this
innovation
year that are slated to run using in-person or
hybrid live-virtual formats, including Europe’s
conference
Cannes Lions and Mobile World Congress
couldn’t
as early as June, and Advertising Week New
innovate a way
York, Motor Bella and Salesforce’s Dreamforce
to replicate
conference are returning stateside this fall.
its in-person
From Cannes to the Olympics, there are
atmosphere,
question marks on to-be-determined agendas,
what can?
but the current trend seems to be one of
optimism that a return to normalcy will come
before the end of the year. Below, Ad Age has
broken down a handful of adland’s biggest events in 2021—and
how their executions might differ from previous iterations.
SXSW
This time last year, South by Southwest was defiant—publicly,
at least—with organizers and the Austin Department of Public
Health promising to hold the festival as scheduled into early
March. But as coronavirus fears grew and a slew of major
brands including Facebook, TikTok and Apple dropped out,
SXSW had no choice but to draw the curtain and fall as one of
the pandemic’s first major event casualties.
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Now billed as SXSW Online,
the massive film, music
and innovation festival is
set to take place virtually
from March 16-20 and will
not include any in-person
component “due to the recent
surge in COVID-19 cases” in
Austin, Texas, its website
says. As such, SXSW plans
to offer one $249 pass that
covers the entire online event,
including its film and music
festivals, mentorship sessions
and keynote speeches featuring Stacey Abrams and Willie
Nelson. (If you plan on attending, buy your ticket early, because
passes will increase to $399 each beginning in March.)
IAB NewFronts and Upfronts
Gone are the days of rubbing elbows with media executives in
a packed New York convention hall—at least until 2022, fingers
crossed—as the Interactive Advertising Bureau’s mediafocused NewFronts and TV industry’s annual upfronts will
again be comprised of entirely virtual presentations.
When it comes to this year’s TV upfronts, which are primarily
set for the third week of May, some media companies are
opting to take a slightly different approach than in years past.
Disney will be implementing a “three-pronged” strategy that
includes a technology showcase this week and a development
event in March, with NBCUniversal also hosting a pre-upfront

SXSW plans
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developer conference next month. Information is still trickling
in from many upfronts regulars, though some preliminary
dates have been confirmed: Disney’s “unified” event, which
will encompass Hulu, is set for May 18, along with Univison;
ViacomCBS and WarnerMedia will hold their upfronts May 19.
Many details of this year’s digital NewFronts are still murky,
though we do know the presentations are slated to take place
between May 3-7 and will likely include a combination of live
and pre-recorded sessions; the IAB’s Podcast Upfront will take
place the following week, enabling “marketers to more easily
evaluate their omni-channel investments,” the bureau says.
Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity
When many advertising industry folks first caught wind of the
news last month, their initial reactions were ones of shock,
surprise and confusion. Could Cannes Lions really happen inperson? Well, if the festival’s organizers are to be believed,
marketers and creatives will be flocking to the French Riviera
this summer to present, judge, drink and schmooze in-person
from June 21-25.
Cannes Lions plans to “constantly monitor the situation like last
year” and “continue to talk to everyone about how the virus is
affecting them,” Lions managing director Simon Cook recently
told Ad Age. That attitude is a sharp departure from 2020, when
the event was canceled outright instead of transitioning to an
online-only soirée, though its planning team is now confident it
can mitigate any obstacles associated with hosting a live event in
France. (Cannes Lions ‘21 will also have a virtual component for
those not interested in attending, which it has done since 2016.)
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“We are talking on a daily
basis with the city of
Cannes, who we have a great
relationship with, as well
as our customers, on what
pressures they might be
facing,” said Cook, adding
that the Lions’ organizers
are fully prepared to make
changes on the fly, such
as limiting the festival’s
capacity. “We will continue to
provide frequent updates to make sure we make the right call.”
Tokyo Olympics
After their high-profile postponement last year, the Summer
Olympics are on for 2021, running in Tokyo from July 23 to
Aug. 8. But moving forward with the Games requires some
changes and, in all likelihood, the international sporting
event will be anything but routine. From slimming down
the size of the Torch Relay caravans to possibly barring inperson spectators from the events, the International Olympic
Committee has made myriad compromises to “deliver a
Games fit for a post-corona world,” Tokyo 2020 Coordination
Commission Chairman John Coates said in a statement.
Fans, athletes and advertisers alike must bear in mind that
some aspects of upcoming Olympics are still being hammered
out—just a few weeks ago, the host city itself seemed to be
in doubt, with Florida volunteering to welcome the Games
following anecdotal reports that Japan was considering backing
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out. And while the IOC has done its best to keep the public top of
mind amid the year-long delay, many are holding their breath
for updates as the opening ceremony draws nearer.
Advertising Week New York
If the schedules for ad land’s major 2021
events are any guide, then the industry is
optimistic that the worst of the pandemic
and its consequences might be behind us
come autumn. While European happenings
including Cannes Lions and the Mobile
World Congress in Barcelona are already
being scheduled live for as early as June, the
U.S.—which admittedly bungled its early
coronavirus response—is setting its sights
on September and October for a return to inperson events.

“We will
continue to
provide frequent
updates to make
sure we make
the right call.”
Simon Cook, Lions managing
director, on keeping Cannes
Lions ’21 safe.

After going completely virtual last year,
Advertising Week New York will run from Oct. 18-21 in a
“hybrid” format that includes both the virtual components
we’ve come to know as well as a to-be-determined live element
in Manhattan. (Updates about location, pricing and COVID-19
protocols will come via Advertising Week’s website as the
event dates get closer.) Here are details for the industry’s
major events this year:
SXSW
Dates: March 16-20
Format: Virtual ($249-$399)
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Adobe Summit
Dates: April 27-29
Format: Virtual (free)
IAB NewFronts
Dates: May 3-7
Format: Virtual (by invitation only)
Social Media Week
Dates: May 4-7
Format: Virtual ($299-$899)
Advertising Week Europe
Dates: May 10-13
Format: Virtual ($135-$205)
TV upfronts
Dates: Third week of May
Format: Virtual (by invitation only)
Website: None
Ad Age A-List and Creativity Awards
Dates: June
Format: Virtual (pricing TBD)
Cannes Lions
Dates: June 21-25
Format: In person (Cannes, France;
pricing TBD)
Mobile World Congress
Dates: June 28-July 1
Format: In person (Barcelona, Spain; pricing TBD)

TV Upfronts
are in May;
Ad Age award
winners are
announced in
June. Disney,
Sean T. Smith
for Ad Age
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Olympics
Dates: July 23-Aug. 8
Format: In person (Tokyo, Japan)
Ad Age Leading Women Conference and Awards
Dates: September
Format: Virtual (pricing TBD)
Motor Bella
Dates: Sep. 21-26
Format: In person (Pontiac, Michigan; pricing TBD)
ANA Masters of Marketing Conference
Dates: Oct. 5-8
Format: In person (Orlando, Florida; $2,049-$3,049)
Advertising Week New York
Dates: Oct. 18-21
Format: Hybrid (New York City, N.Y.; pricing TBD)
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HOW MARKETERS
CAN MAKE THE MOST
OF SXSW ONLINE
The festival that was the first to feel the
impact from COVID-19 is now a testing
ground for virtual brands

By Garett Sloane
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The world of live events has not been the same since March
2020. That was when SXSW pulled the plug on an in-person
festival as the threat of COVID-19 was just sinking in. The
whole world has changed, in fact, and “SXSW canceled” will
forever be a seminal moment.
A year later, SXSW is back after having endured all the slings
of the pandemic and its impact on the marketing, technology,
media and entertainment industries. There has been a move
to virtual everything, a surge in streaming digital and video
and new ways of communicating with apps like Clubhouse and
Zoom. SXSW, which has always been looked at as the place to
explore cutting-edge media and technology, has a chance to
foster those future-looking conversations this year, but the
participants will have to get more creative than ever before.
That’s how Stephanie Agresta, a longtime SXSW-goer, feels
about the opportunity this year, after the show moved to a fiveday, online-only event. Agresta is senior VP of marketing and
communications at W20 Group, a San Francisco-based holding
company, which is one of the sponsors at SXSW this year.
“When it comes to [return on investment],” Agresta says in a
recent phone interview, “the good news for virtual events is
that the total number of people you can reach is increased, it’s
just in a different way.”
The upside for the events world—whether it’s SXSW, CES, IAB’s
Digital Content NewFronts, Cannes, and all the other stops
on the marketing circuit—is that online anyone could tune in,
no need for a plane ticket. Also, sponsors can use all the same
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tools they use to measure their internet marketing to decide
if a conference led to meaningful marketing results. There are
downsides to SXSW Online—no Texas barbecue or strolls down
East Sixth Street in Austin—but online, everyone has a chance
to play.
Last year, when SXSW had to shut down as pressure around
the pandemic ramped up, there was confusion about refunds
for participants who had booked hotels, restaurants and
sponsorships. SXSW organizers are more prepared this year,
ready to take the whole show virtual in a smaller form. The
participants and sponsors are also more knowledgeable
about what to expect from such virtual events. They are
more practiced in remote networking, and there has been
experimentation with other conferences like Cannes Lions Live
in October and CES in January.
The organizers behind these shows are creating the future of

SXSW has
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conferences on the fly. CES, run by the Consumer Technology
Association, built a convention portal that worked with
Microsoft Teams, for instance. At SXSW, W20 will create a
virtual lounge, which will try to capture the spirit
of an in-person venue in Austin. “The Lounge is
going to be on Zoom,” Agresta says.
One of the ways festivals have adapted to fit
online is that many of the panels and speakers are
prerecorded. Keynote speakers and talks are preproduced and then they live online as video-ondemand after a show, as CES did. The drawback is
that the live element is removed, but Agresta says
that’s why multiple platforms are needed to open
the conversation.
W20 is creating content related to health care, a
particularly relevant subject this year, and even
though panels are not live, the conversation can
cross over to places including Zoom, LinkedIn and
Twitter.

“The good
news for
virtual
events is
that the total
number of
people you
can reach is
increased.”
Stephanie Agresta,
W20 Group

Clubhouse congregation
Clubhouse is another place where SXSW-goers will be sure
to congregate, Agresta says. The app is basically built to be
a standout during SXSW, where every year it seems like an
emerging app has a breakout moment. Twitter, Foursquare,
Meerkat (which helped ignite the livestreaming craze) all
broke out at SXSW in years past. Clubhouse is somewhat of a
mix between podcasting and voice-chatting, where attendees
set up rooms to host conversations.
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Agresta says she
already hosted a
talk on Clubhouse on
“SXSW matters.” “For
the South by crowd,
Clubhouse is kind of
taking off,” Agresta
says. “People want to
have an engaging oneto-many, but-not-toomany, way of talking
to people. People get
to speak to each other
and kind of mingle, but there isn’t the video piece, so that’s not
pressuring you.”
Dinita Moore, founder and director at Hue + Satch, a startup
digital creative agency, is all the way in London, but can attend
SXSW this year, thanks to it being remote. She would travel if
anyone could, Moore says.
“Honestly I just wanted to experience it,” Moore says. “This
year isn’t the lineup I dreamt of, but it will do for a lockdown.”
Themes to be condensed
Moore paid the $249 it costs for SXSW Online. That’s a
discount from what the live show usually costs, which is up to
$1,350. Typically, SXSW spans about 10 days, and has three
tracks for film, music and interactive technology. This year all
those themes will be condensed for the online show.
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SXSW still has some big names in the lineup of speakers,
including Stacey Abrams, the Georgia leader who has emerged
as one of the most powerful voices in U.S. politics. There
also are film premieres, including Hulu’s documentary about
WeWork, about the implosion of the office-space startup.
Last year, SXSW was able to recreate the film
festival portion of the show via a partnership
with Amazon to screen movies on Amazon Prime.
Kevin McGurn, Vevo’s president of sales and
distribution, is also a SXSW veteran. The music
video media company is always a natural fit
for the live festival, and Vevo usually produces
concerts and other activities. This year, Vevo had
to rethink how it approaches events, since the live
component of concerts is hard to recreate online.

“This year
isn’t the
lineup I
dreamt of,
but it will
do for a
lockdown.”
Dinita Moore,
Hue + Satch

Vevo has mostly backed off of playing too indepth with virtual conferences in the same way it
would have for an in-person event. It’s true that
everything online can be measured with clicks and views, but
it is more difficult to understand the audience.

“It’s a tough thing to get return on investment and to
understand who is tuning in versus being able to show up and
see who is in the room,” McGurn says.
One of the benefits of remote events though, is that in a digital
environment all sponsors get similar billing. “I think in a
good way we’re on a level playing field with everyone else as to
what’s available to us and what the budgets are,” McGurn says.
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Agresta says that there are ways to make the most out of the
online environment. It’s not just about counting who clicked
into a website, but collecting emails for newsletters and other
marketing initiatives.
“Being in a digital environment provides for more quantitative
measurements,” Agresta says. W20 will monitor how many
registrants attend sessions, how many emails they can collect,
downloads of white papers, video views and impressions.
There’s another benefit of not flying to Texas in winter this
year: No chance of snow.
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Agency news

NA COLLECTIVE CLOSES AS A
‘CASUALTY OF THE PANDEMIC’

Experiential agency had fielded live activations
for Nike, Tinder, Facebook and more at events
including SXSW and Bonnaroo
By Judann Pollack

A team from experiential agency NA Collective had barely
finished setting up a week-long installation for the Atlantic Coast
Conference Football Fanfest last March in Greensboro, North
Carolina, when it received word to dismantle it 24 hours later.
“The NBA had just stepped away [from live playing] and we
knew something could happen. Still, everyone flew there and
we set up this big fan experience. We moved forward with

Nike and NA
created a
Rivalry Run
for students
at Ohio State
University.
Courtesy NA
Collective
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it for the first 24 hours and it was canceled the second day,”
recalls Krystle Loyland, co-founder and CEO of Preacher,
whose agency worked with NA on the event. “One day it was
filled with fans and the next day it was empty and everyone is
breaking down and taking their last flights for a year.”
Just that quickly, the pandemic began claiming live events,
drying up business for the companies like NA Collective that
specialize in splashy and creative interactive experiences for
brands. It took less than a year for NA—which had a robust
business working with brands including Nike, Tinder, Facebook
and audio and headphone company Sennsheiser on activations
at places like SXSW, Stagecoach and Bonnaroo—to officially
close its doors this month. The 7-year-old agency actually
outlasted some others that shuttered as a consequence of the
lockdown: We’re Magnetic folded in August, and Fake Love,
The New York Times’ experiential agency, closed in summer
2020 after “10 years of creating immersive experiences,”
according to its website.
“We’ve all been grieving the inability to do experiential
[marketing] in real life,” says Loyland, who has had a long
relationship with NA, including a collaboration for Nike during
the Boston Marathon. “It is sad that great companies like NA
have fallen victim to that.”
The suddenness also came as a shock to NA. “We were having
our hands-down best year in 2020. It was off the charts,” says
Chiara Adin Moore, co-founder and chief marketing officer of the
agency, which employed 35 in New York and Austin, Texas. “We
went from firing on all cylinders to coming to a screeching halt.”
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At first, the agency was comforted by the thought that the
pandemic wouldn’t last long. “We thought we could close for
two weeks and work from home. Then it went from two weeks
to two months, six months, eight months and almost a year,”
says Moore. “We were a casualty of the pandemic.”
In the first few months, NA Collective turned its attention
to using its organizational skills to provide food and
transportation to front-line workers. It helped rally the
industry, which Moore says “was primed and ready with
tons of vendors and skilled laborers” to organize donations
of trucks and drivers and iPads to allow COVID patients to
communicate with their families.
By June, NA Collective started seeking new lines of business,
creating yak.live, which Moore describes as a “TV guide for
livestreams.” The site aggregated livestreams from Zoom,
Instagram, Twitch, Vimeo and more and “put them all together

Tommy
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under one roof and one schedule to make it easy to find what you
are looking for,” says Moore. There was some synergy, as yak.
live pointed the way to digital events including concerts and
entertainment that NA had helped to produce live. “It wasn’t a
paying initiative, we were looking to see if we could turn it into
something,” says Moore. But while it was a “really
fun exercise,” it ultimately didn’t prove sustainable.
Moore said pivoting to digital events wasn’t an
option. Not only were those smaller-scale initiatives
insufficiently profitable to sustain the shop, going
digital simply wasn’t in the DNA of NA, which
specialized in hands-on activations like a rainbowinspired 30-foot Pride Slide for Tinder—one each for
the 30 states without non-discriminatory laws to
protect the LGBTQ community.
“It wasn’t our bread and butter,” says Moore. “We
made our decision based on who and what we
wanted to be and [pivoting to digital] felt too far
out of our comfort zone. We can only do what we
can knock out of the park and do it well,” she says.

“We were
having our
hands-down
best year
in 2020. It
was off the
charts.”
Chiara Adin Moore,
NA Collective

Moore says she learned a lot about her company and the industry
in the last year. “I have never seen so many of our fellow agencies
band together and partner up,” she says. For example, agencies
were recommending their furloughed employees to shops
fortunate enough to hire freelancers or full-timers.
Some of NA’s employees have since found positions in
architecture, interior design and digital production. Moore
herself is working as a consultant for an Austin-based startup
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named Spot. “It’s been
an interesting year,” says
Moore, who predicts a
return to live experiences
in the fourth quarter.
“I’m super proud of all we
accomplished.”
“It’s saddening to see the
challenges faced by our
partners, especially for
those who have had to make
the tough choice to close
their doors as a result of the
pandemic,” Droga5’s Director
of Interactive Production
Tasha Cronin and Director of
Creative Innovation Justin
Durazzo said in a statement.
Droga5 worked with NA on
promotions for IHOP and for
Dixie, the latter as part of
the brand’s “#BeMoreHere”
campaign to discourage
phone use during meals by
finding cellular dead spots
in Los Angeles. The effort helped NA Collective notch a nod in
Ad Age’s Small Agency Awards in 2017. “We wish the best to
our friends and shops who’ve suffered from the plight of this
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pandemic, but
we’re confident
that we as an
industry will
always find new
ways,” continued
the Droga5
statement. “It may
be the unfortunate
end of a chapter,
but not the end of
their experiential
practice.”
For now, NA’s website remains active. Its homepage reads, “It
is with heavy hearts we are announcing our closing. And it’s
been one hell of a ride.”
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MARKETERS FLOCK
TO THE CLUBHOUSE APP
By Ilyse Liffreing

Leave it to marketers to jump on the latest social fad to promote
their expertise and their brands at the same time. In the past
month, marketing leaders have joined the invite-only Clubhouse
audio app to lead often-spontaneous talks on everything from
the Super Bowl 5-second Reddit ad to best practices on social
tracking, content marketing and productivity hacks, often using
LinkedIn to announce their plans. Along with using the app as
a soapbox for their skills, marketers are strategizing ways their
brands can benefit from the Clubhouse hype.

In the past
few months
Clubhouse
has become
a favorite
pontificating
ground for
tech titans
and celebrities including
Elon Musk,
Mark Zuckerberg and
Drake.
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On Feb. 12, Fernando Machado, global chief marketing officer at
Restaurant Brands International—parent company to Burger
King, Tim Hortons and Popeyes—joined RBI CEO José Cil to
lead a Clubhouse first: A discussion around the
company’s fourth-quarter earnings, reported
the day before. Called “Open Kitchen,” the
“It felt like a
talk touched on the earnings, the company’s
very authentic,
sustainability efforts and Burger King’s new
approachable,
loyalty program.

honest and

The theme of the hour-long talk pales in
transparent way
comparison to some of the livelier chats on
to communicate.”
the app (cosmic poetry anyone?). Still, more
Fernando Machado,
than 100 people tuned in to listen and ask
global chief marketing officer,
questions—and why wouldn’t they? There
Restaurant Brands
International
seems to be an audience for everything. “If we
open up to our investors and business media
every 3 months for financial results, why not
do the same with other people who might be interested (from
marketing folks to consumers)?” wrote Machado on LinkedIn.
The RBI chat is one of the first examples of a brand creatively
using Clubhouse, but industry experts say to expect more—
and soon. “It felt like a very authentic, approachable, honest
and transparent way to communicate,” says Machado. “It was
unscripted, and people had the chance to ask questions and
interact. Felt like a fun live radio talk show.”
Behind the boom
It’s no surprise marketers are being drawn to Clubhouse. The
app, described by some as the “newest form of social media,”
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merges the expertise aspect of LinkedIn with
the appeal of podcasts. The app, still in beta
for iOS only, is all audio—there are no photos,
comments or live videos where a participant
might have to explain, say, his inadvertent
use of a cat filter. The idea is that people can
come together to network or glean insights
from leaders in the industry like they would at
a business happy hour, minus the work attire.
Users can either host their own talks or join
“rooms” and listen in on live talks. Although
there’s no ability to message users directly,
there’s a room group chat feature and the
option to join “clubs”—groups of people who
are interested in the same topics.
“You get access to some of the smartest
thinkers and can learn from them,” says Julian
Cole, strategy coach at Planning Dirty and
previously the head of communications at BBDO Worldwide.
Cole has hosted two live talks on the app from the perspective
of a strategist. “That is what I have found most interesting
about it—the people on there at the moment are the early
adopters and so you are hearing how they think.”
Meanwhile, the app’s invite-only strategy feeds on the fear of
missing out.
“FOMO is the ultimate hype marketing tool,” says Karsen
Woods, director of brand development at toy company
Superplastic. “I joined the app knowing people on there had

Users can
either host
their own
talks or join
“rooms.”
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something special about them that warranted an invite from
the creators or other users. Your name is attached to that
invite, so you want to invite people that you are confident
will impact and contribute
positively.”
Everyone who joins can invite
their own friends, growing the
user base through personal
connections.
The San Francisco-based startup
was founded by entrepreneurs
Paul Davison and Rohan Seth
in March 2020. Increasing
appearances of celebrities
including Oprah Winfrey, Mark
Zuckerberg, Charlie Puth, Drake,
Tiffany Haddish, Zendaya and
even Vanilla Ice have brought
different audience sectors onto
the app. When Elon Musk hosted
a chat with Robinhood CEO Vlad Enev following the recent
GameStop trading stampede, he hit the 5,000-person limit of
how many people could listen in to a room; secondary rooms had
to be created for everyone to join in.
Founders and brand leaders in the public spotlight, such
as Musk, who now has 1.1 million followers on Clubhouse,
represent not only themselves but their brands. The app has a
valuation of $1 billion and has raised $100 million in a funding

Elon Musk
has 1.1 million
followers on
Clubhouse.
Liesa
JohannssenKoppitz/
Bloomberg.
Composite by
Ad Age
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round led by investor Andreessen Horowitz, according to
Axios. Clubhouse did not respond to a request for comment.
Clubhouse’s global installs have climbed month-over-month
since it launched, but its growth really began to accelerate
at the end of January, according to app analytics firm Sensor
Tower. In the three weeks from Jan. 25 to Feb. 14, the app saw
six million global installs, a 400% boost from the three weeks
prior, when it was downloaded 1.2 million times.
Audio apps in general are thriving during the pandemic.
Competitors’ apps including Yalla, Hello Yo and YoYo also saw
year-over-year global growth, and Clubhouse is training the
competition. Sensor Tower estimates that Yalla has 40 million
global installs, followed by Hello Yo with 31 million, YoYo with
18 million and Clubhouse with 9 million.
Getting in on the hype
Advertisers and marketers appear to be giving as many talks
as they can to grow their followings, some on a weekly basis,
knowing that it’s easier to build presence in the early days of
a social network. Professionals are also creating their own
clubs. These include the Creative Executive Officers club with
88,000 followers, the Influencer Marketing Secrets club with
53,000 followers and the Black Women Marketers club with
18,000 followers. Since the app lets users share a Twitter and
Instagram profile, it’s becoming a popular way for freelancers
to gain business. Many are including their phone numbers to
sign people up for their SMS news outreach.
Gil Eyal, founder of influencer agency HYPR, says those wishing
to become influencers on Clubhouse are looking at more output
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and a larger time commitment than they would on TikTok,
Instgram or Twitch. “The conversations are time-consuming,
and leading one is extremely demanding. This is unlike Twitch,
where a huge majority of streamers are streaming games they
would be playing anyway,” says Eyal. “Clubhouse hosts need to
drop everything and focus on leading their chat.”
Even though Clubhouse’s emphasis is on individuals, it’s
not going to stop brands from trying to create space for
themselves. So far, few brands have created profiles, and
several ad agencies are trying to determine how brands can
embrace the app in an authentic way. Still, brands are staking
their claim to app usernames. Chipotle Mexican Grill is at
@cmgofficial and Barstool Sports is at @barstool_sports.
Gary Vaynerchuk, CEO of VaynerMedia and co-founder of Resy
and Empathy Wines, has been bullish on the rise of the audioonly social space for several years. He has already hosted a
number of talks on Clubhouse, where he has 598,000 followers.
He says VaynerMedia, which works with companies including
Unilever, PepsiCo, Kraft Heinz and Mondelez International,
is spending “an obnoxious amount of time strategizing
brand involvement. We want to be fair to the app and not be
a cheesy brand, so we’re doing a lot of thoughtful strategy
work.” Vaynerchuk envisions how brand spokespeople like
Progressive’s Flo, a brewmaster at Budweiser or the head
chocolatier at Godiva could build a follow
Not without frustrations
Jeff Yang, director of technology at agency On Board
Experiential, sees how the audio app could benefit brands
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hosting events that could be held anywhere, especially during
the pandemic. “Those who can’t attend in real life but still
desire to be part of the conversation will tune in,” Yang says.
“It’s very similar to following your favorite sports team—if you
can’t watch the game on TV, you will happily
just listen in.”
Clubhouse does not come without its
frustrations. Marketers say the rooms can
become dominated by moderators, and it can
take a while for listeners “raising their hands”
with questions to be called on. There’s a high
frequency of mobile push alerts, as well as
harassment, misinformation and privacy
issues, according to The New York Times.

“Don’t fake it.
Be authentic.
If you’re just
a fan, you can
say you’re a fan,
don’t say you’re
an expert.”
Gary Vaynerchuk,
CEO, VaynerMedia

Unlike LinkedIn or Zoom, where conversations
can be recorded, talks on Clubhouse disappear
as soon as they’re over. That feature helps
drive real-time engagement. But for users who want to build
presence or grow a business, the lack of any measurement
capability is a drawback. Vaynerchuk believes the app will
eventually update its user interface with the option to record
talks, at which point he might consider turning his podcast
into a live Clubhouse talk to feed off a live audience. “I do
better with that energy, but I would need them to get a better
recording engine,” Vaynerchuk says.

With advertisers and marketers hosting talks every day,
there’s the potential of derailing what makes the app attractive
to start with. “I think it detracts a bit from having genuine
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conversations,” says Jeremy Eisengrein, account supervisor at
Edelman. “I almost see it as LinkedIn on audio steroids.”
The largest issue Vaynerchuk sees on the app so far are socalled “experts” failing to deliver. “Stay in your lane of actual
expertise or passion,” he says. “Be authentic. If you’re just a
fan, you can say you’re a fan, don’t say you’re an expert.”
						Contributing: Jessica Wohl
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CMO Strategy Going for the glitz

Promotions aimed at
influencers get more elaborate
during the pandemic
With lavish events sidelined, marketers go for
glitzier—and pricier—mailings and activations
By Tony Case

Rémy Martin
delivered sidecar
cocktails and food
in sidecar
motorcycles to
celebrate the
classic drink.
Courtesy
Team Epiphany/
Rémy Martin
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PROMOTIONS AIMED AT INFLUENCERS GET MORE ELABORATE

Spotify delivered video gaming chairs with Bose
headphones to handpicked VIPs. To promote the
“Soul Train Awards,” BET sent out LPs, record
players and vintage issues of Jet and Ebony
magazines to select individuals. Rémy Martin
worked with chefs in multiple markets to bring
cocktails and gourmet bites to the homes of
powerful influencers.
Coltrane Curtis—founder and managing partner
at the Brooklyn agency Team Epiphany, a leader in
experiential marketing with a history of creating
memorable campaigns, including those mentioned
above—remembers when promotional pieces sent
to VIPs, celebrities and journalists were little more

Rémy Martin worked
with chefs in multiple
markets to bring cocktails
and gourmet bites to
the homes of powerful
influencers.
Courtesy Team Epiphany/
Rémy Martin
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than tricked-out party invitations.
Brands today are investing tens of thousands of
dollars on over-the-top activations to grab the
attention of key social media players with the
expectation that they will promote their products
to their scores of followers. Journalists can also
be among the recipients, as marketers seek earned
media mentions.
It’s a trend accelerated by the pandemic, which
has sidelined major in-person events, leading to
marketers investing more in pricier promotional
mailings to catch attention.
“It’s taken on a mind of its own,” said Curtis, whose
shop has been cranking out an average of two
such campaigns per week, as marketers during
lockdown have sought to get their brands out there.
Some promotional pieces can run hundreds of

For the “2020 Soul Train
Awards,” BET sent out a
one-of-a-kind vinyl record
player, classic throwback
issues of Jet and Ebony
magazines and more.
Courtesy Team
Epiphany/BET
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dollars or even as much as $1,000 apiece. “Budgets
have ballooned,” as Curtis put it.
What’s harder to pin down is the payoff for such
a massive investment. Counting up social media
impressions is one thing; ascribing a dollar value
to them is another. “You really have to roll your
sleeves up to do data collection after sending them
out,” Curtis said. “If you’re sending a highly coveted
apparel item, you have to be on the lookout over the
next month or two to see if it’s being worn in real
life.” The return on investment is “not just about
social,” he stressed. “It’s about the real world.”
More defined measurement could be on the
horizon. In December, the Association of National

Spotify rewarded loyal
listeners of its RapCaviar
playlist with a custom
gaming chair, a Bose
QuietComfort 35II gaming
headset and other items.
Courtesy Team
Epiphany/Spotify
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Advertisers announced the formation of an
Influencer Marketing Advisory Board, which seeks
to establish standardized metrics in the space. An
ANA survey found that measurement and ROI are
top challenges in influencer marketing, with 34% of
respondents touting it as performing better than
other tactics, but with 39% unsure because of a lack
of accurate measurement.
What is not in question is the importance of brands
making a splash, notably among key influencers.
“So much is happening in the marketing world
now, you need to stand out,” said Mike Kaufman,
ANA senior VP, brand activation. “You have to do
something that’s going to get people’s attention.”
To accomplish this, promotions are getting
more and more out-there. This past summer, to
promote the HBO series “Perry Mason,” the West
Hollywood-based shop RQ Agency enlisted an
army of waiters in black tie to deliver influencers
enormous crates stocked with dozens of products
referencing the show—from elixirs in branded,
vintage-style bottles to spaghetti and meatballs
from famed L.A. eatery Musso & Frank.
It took “a small army” to pull it off, said Carl
Stevens, account director at RQ, which also works
with marketers including YouTube and Pizza Hut.
Such promos have come a long way, according to
Stevens. “It used to be a sweatshirt in a box with

“You really
have to roll
your sleeves
up to do data
collection
after sending
them out.”
Coltrane Curtis,
Team Epiphany
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a cool note,” he said. “Everyone has had to ask,
What’s the next level you can take it to that cuts
above the noise if an influencer has 20 things
showing up at their door every day?”
It can get complicated—but that’s where the
creativity comes in.
“Complex is fun,” said Stevens. “That’s where all
the best ideas live.”
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To celebrate its tentpole
“Perry Mason” show, HBO
delivered a bit of the title
character’s Prohibition-era
metropolis to the homes
of influencers, press and
celebrities. RQ Agency

